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Excavations of a Medieval Moated Site

at Camp House Farm, Hornby-with-
Farleton, 1964-65

This is a contemporary description of the excavations by Michael Goth. Following the donation of
the finds to Lancaster City Museum in 1990 it was decided to publish such information as was

available on t}te site as a verbatim report but with a reassessment by Andrew White based on
evidence which has become available since 1965. Here it is at last! The re-assessment follows as a

separate article.

Introduction

In Farleton is the earthwork of a

sqrure moated site (sD5720 6756),

named after the nearby Ca:np House

Farm. Not far away is a smaller
moated site. Excavations in 1964-65 on
the larger site showed activity in the
13th and 14th centuies, but proved
rather inconclusive and the character of
the site was not wholly revealed, partly
because excavations were curtailed.

A close study of the farmhouse and

buildings might well reveal something as
Photo Courtesy of L.C.C. Heritage Unit

the then owner of the site infonned me that from time
to time quite a number of stones had been dug out of
the moat and particularly from the south west comer of the raised platform, for various purposes

around the property, such as the cattle watering place quite close to the site.
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The site

The site consisted of a raised rectangular platform of approximately 1340 sq. meftes, surrounded

by a sizeable moat. The moat had been drained, following the removal of one of the retaining
banks.

In various histories and publications the site had been referred to as a 'Roman Camp'.

Excavations began in June 1964 to discover if this description was correct. After survey,

excavation commenced in the centre of ttre bank bounding the raised platform on the north east

side. Beneath the turf and several inches of gravel, masonry was revealed. Further excavation
proved this to be the extemal wall of a sizeable masonry building, the purpose of which was

not known at the time. No indication of Roman occupation was found and all the more definite
evidence pointed to a period between the 12th and l4th centuries.

First season - 1964

A preliminary trench was made on the centeline running from NE to SW, cutting the bank on the

north east side of the platform. (Fig. 2 Tl).

Masonry, in the form of a quite well preserved and constructed wall of dressed stone, was found
quite close to the surface. It ran at a 90 degree angle to the trench. At this point a further trench

,was started some 8 feet east and parallel to trench No. 1 (Fig. 2 T2). This also cut the above wall
but not where expected. To discover the reason for the relative displacement it was decided to
crosscut between the two trenches on either side of the wall. First impressions were that a gateway

may have been for:nd.
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Camp House, Farleton. Fig2
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The crosscut trench on the moat side was continued across trench 2 and yielded the following
finds, all either on or quite close to what was believed to be the clay of the moat lining, with the
exceptionofthe coin. This, togetherwithmostofthe nails, wasfound in therubblelayer some
12 inches (300mm above the moat lining.).

Finds:-

Iron arrowhead, badly corroded

a quantity of nails, badly corroded

3 bronze rings

2 fragments of sheet bronze

badly corroded silver coin of Edward I, issued London, AD 128213

Following this, the trench inside was also continued along the line of the wall eastward and the
enclosed area of ground cleared back to the limit of Trench l. This block yielded the following
finds:-

(1) From Layer (c) (see Fig.l stratigraphy diagram 1)

Coin of Edward I
2brotue Abbey counters (etons)

several wridentified iron objects

1 bronze pin
(2) From Layer (d)

Several.fragments of Medieval pottery, a small piece of flint. (This material is not of geologically
local origin and it is highly improbable that it got into the area by ice transport).

The evidence from layers (d),(e),(D would seem to point to at least three occupations of the site.
Layer (f) yielded a quantity of ash and burnt material approximately 2% to 3 inches (65-75mm)
thick. This could point to the structure having been burnt. A further foundation was found, set
upon layer (e). Compared with the boundary wall this was of much inferior stonework and was not
keyed into it. The stones of this footing were removed to permit access to a lower level, but
were plotted and an attempt made to preserve them in their original order.

Some further clearance work was carried out along the boundary wall surface westwards, a cross
wall being contacted containing a vertical slot, possibly a posthole, though no tace of the post
was to be found. At this point the site was generally tidied up and abandoned for the winter.

Second season - 1965

To start the second season all previous work was cleared out. A rather wet winter, assisted by the
tra:npling of cows and sheep, had to some extent collapsed the trenches, but on the whole the
excavation had suffered very little. Trench No. 3 (Fig.2 T3) was taken down through layer (d)
exposing a line of stones, possibly a sleeper wall, though unlikely as the distance between centres
is very small. Layer (d) at this point contained large amounts of charcoal, some oyster shell
and occasional nails. The trench was then continued forward with the masonry of the cross wall
previously mentioned forming one side. This trench has yielded the following finds:-

From layer (c1) (Fig.l stratigraphy diagram 2).

A quantity of bronze pins, two of which had sheaths.

From bottom of layer (c)

2 bronze pins

2 fragments of window glass
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A spheroidal bone object with a bone plug set in a central socket and several fragments of coarse
pottery (detailed below).

1. Jug. Hard earthenware fabric with taces of a green glaze.

2. Jug.

3. Jug. Hard earthenware fabric, traces of glaze.

4. Cooking Pot. Very coarse and gntty ware, buff in colour, no glaze.

5. Jug. Coarse orange fabric, poorly finished with traces of glaze.

ln an attempt to prove the wall further a cross trench was cut (Fig.2 T4) down to the masoffy;
there were no other finds in this trench.

A further tench T5 was also started (beyond the limit of Fig.2). This trench did not cut the wall or
give any indication of a foundation trench.

At this point the second season more or less came to a close with the onset of wet weather and short
days leaving only tidying up to be done. The season had unfortunately been very short due to quite
a number of reasons and covered little more than six full days spread out over some two months.

Stratigraphy

Layer Description Interpretation

A Twf and humus Topsoil

B River gravel Natural subsoil

C Broken stone, lime mortar, roof flags etc. Tumble from destruction

Cl Grey earthy deposit Organic occupation layer

D Puddled clay Upper floor level

E Boulder and mortar Middle floor level

F Paving Lower floor level

Carnp House Potsherd Rims Fig 3
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